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My work reflects on a consistent dialogue between my heart and my brain, often transformed 
and translated as narratives. This dialogue revolves around the topic of memory, and is typically 
composed of questions, answers, reflections and imaginative scenarios. There are tangible 
narratives shown through installation, where viewers can interact with the piece in an immersive 
environment. There are also intangible narratives in the case of illustrated pieces usually 
depicted as two dimensional drawings or prints on papers. Through those consistent dialogues, 
and my research on the subject of memory, I have come to better understand – and perhaps 
better realize – how powerful memories can be in our lives, being obscure and ephemeral at the 
same time. On the other hand, as human beings, we tend to keep the struggle of either holding 
on to certain memories or just letting them go. The approach of my earlier work heavily focused 
on interpreting remarkable childhood incidents in fantastical and imaginative visuals; however, 
my current work now concentrates on referencing real stories, real individuals, and real events in 
real times, presented in a realistic and minimal context. While pursuing this direction, I hope to 
use printmaking to further investigate similarities and differences between my own stories, my 
culture, and people who I will be encountering and interacting with. I hope to portray the 
concept of memory itself through the process and the use of printmaking techniques. 

The direction of memory started off by asking myself a simple question: “how hard is it to hold 
on to memory?”. What seemed to be a simple question had no definite answer. I explored 
memory and how it functions from a scientific and philosophical point of view, however, the 
answer to my question remained vague, and produced furth¬er questions as to what I hope to 
portray about memory. Recently I was placed in a situation where I felt I was losing a beloved 
person. I felt I was slowly losing all traces of certain moments and incidents that brought us 
together. This terrified me and inspired me to start conversations between my brain and heart. It 
felt like there were two forces: the brain that retains all past memories, and the heart that is 
constantly trying to take charge of what to keep and what to lose. There is no definite solution 
to this dilemma, but it definitely triggers a conversation and reflection between these two forces. 
It definitely pushes me to dig deeper into past incidents and factual events, which may seem 
irrelevant now. However, visiting them after so many years carries with it a whole unique 
perspective that could make our present time more meaningful, if not relevant. Returning to 
memory is mesmerizing, and a life change experience; it alters our perspective of things, and in 
return, alters how we think, feel and act about our current status. I also believe that they are all 
that remain from our past experiences and existence. 

I see a lot of similarity between this subject matter and printmaking. Printmaking is about having 
a surface, creating a mark on it, and then printing multiple times without risking losing the 
original mark making. This surface – or matrix as referred to in the printmaking world – is often 
infinite. Similar to how human beings desire to hold on to a certain memory for as long as 
possible, as a printmaker I desire to produce prints from a single matrix for as long as possible. 
Ideas such as repetition and pattern-making relate very much to printmaking process, and once 
again relate to my attempts in producing a print based on a specific, sustained memory. 
Occasionally, I consider altering those memories and giving them a physical form, as an attempt 
to preserve that moment or object for as long as possible. In my research, I look at old family 
photo albums and investigate the individuals involved, their surrounding, their relationship, and 
the kind of emotions they evoke. I like to direct conversations with people and share those 
stories that need to either exist or disappear. I also like involving audience in my artwork, and 
finding interesting similarities and differences between their stories. Printmaking is my main 
focus, and the application will usually relate to its various techniques, however, I would be open 
to experiment with and combine other disciplines including sculpture, photography and textile 
with printmaking.


